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1. Criticism for Poor Performance in Projecting Loss Reserves
   - S&P article 2003: "actuaries are signing off on reserves that turn out to be wildly inaccurate. It's an abysmal track record."

2. [L]evel of Reserve Deficiency…
   - Despite substantial reserve increases by ...insurers, during 2003 rating agencies estimate that the non-asbestos reserve shortfall ...is between $30 billion and $60 billion.
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9. Actuarial Organizations Respond to …Criticism of Loss Reserving

[T]he CAS Board is working …to prioritize …action plans relating to loss reserving.

[O]ur survey respondents …opined that, as long as there is a public question regarding our effectiveness in …the basic core function of loss reserving, all other issues… should be considered secondary.

The …urgency is illustrated …in the U.K., where Sir Derek Morris has been very critical of the …profession and has proposed …potential reforms.

The profession must continue… its self-review, as these issues will not go away on their own.
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- ? What reserving problem ?
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2. No incentive to do anything about it

3. Can’t model it
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Time series model
Pros:

- Death due to correlation:
  - Years that go bad keep going bad
  - Groups of AY’s go bad together
  - Lines of business go bad together
Cons
1. Why do we have a cycle?
2. How does it fool us?
3. What does this mean for reserve risk?